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Synopsis: Veltman’s test semantics and developments thereof reject the canon
about semantic contents and attitude ascriptions in favor of dynamic alterna-
tives.1 According to these theories the semantic content of a sentence is not
a proposition, but a context change potential (CCP). Similarly, beliefs are not
taken to be relations between agents and propositions, but agents and CCPs.
These deviations from the canon come at the cost of an elegant explanation
about the correctness of belief. Standardly, it is taken that the content of a
belief is correct just in case the content of that belief is true. The proponent of
the test semantics cannot appeal to this explanation since they hold that certain
contents, namely epistemically modalized contents, do not express propositions,
and are neither true nor false. Willer (2013) concerns how the test semantics
can be marshalled to solve inter alia puzzles of modal disagreement. Crucial to
Willer’s account is the proposal of a correctness condition which I call eviden-
tial correctness. According to evidential correctness, the content of a belief is
correct just in case someone with the believing agent’s evidence would not be
committed to factual error. The present paper argues that evidential correct-
ness does not yield the proper correctness judgments for interlocutors in several
common instances of modal disagreement. It further argues that evidential
correctness concerns a different kind of correctness than the kind operative in
modal disagreements. Since correctness judgments are what motivate the claim
that modal disagreements are genuine disagreements, I take these objections
to be significant. I subsequently consider two potential alternatives: weak cor-
rectness and strong correctness but conclude that each suffers from substantial
problems. I then provide my own novel correctness conditions for belief contents
within a dynamic framework. I argue that there are, in fact, two conditions for
correctness of content that ought to be considered when operating within the
test semantics. The first, locative correctness, applies only to contents which
locate the believing agent in some subset of the space of possibility by entailing
some contingent proposition. The second, informational correctness applies to
contents that do not not locate the believing agent. Such content includes, most
notably, epistemically modalized content. After motivating this distinction, I

∗Forthcoming in Inquiry: an Interdisciplinary Journal of Philosophy.
1The test semantics is introduced in Veltman (1996). See Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991a),

Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991b), and van der Does et al. (1997) among many, many others
for further developments.
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demonstrate how it yields the requisite correctness judgments on the part of
disagreeing agents, and avoids the problems of the previously considered views.

Introduction

Canonical accounts of semantic content hold that the semantic value of a sen-
tence is a proposition. Canonical accounts of belief hold that belief is a relation
between an agent and a proposition. Thus, the canon often helps itself to an
elegant explanation about the correctness of belief: a belief is correct if and only
if the content of that belief is true, (Wedgewood, 2002, 267). Hence the slogan
“belief aims at truth.”2 A popular, dynamic, story about epistemic modals, of-
ten called update semantics or test semantics, rejects the canon about content.3

Introduced in Veltman (1996), and developed extensively thereafter, the test se-
mantics has it that contents are not static propositions which are true or false.
Instead, they are dynamic updates–functions from contexts to contexts–that
provide instructions on how to update a body of information. Thus, meanings
are not propositions but context change potentials. Propositions nonetheless
play a fundamental role in theorizing and are used to model information states
and truth. In addition, many updates can be said to express propositions,
however, certain epistemically modalized updates do not (Veltman, 1996, 231).
Instead, they perform the eponymous test on an information state. Let an
information state be a set of possible worlds compatible with some body of
information. Updating with “It might be the case that p” tests the state for
compatibility with p. If the state contains any worlds where p is true, then the
initial state is returned (the test is passed). If there are no p worlds then ∅ is
the output (the test is failed), (Veltman, 1996, 228). Importantly, agents can
have epistemically modalized beliefs, and if the contents of these beliefs are not
propositions, then belief cannot be characterized as a relation between an agent
and a proposition. Thus, proponents of the test semantics also reject the canon
about belief. Instead, dynamic accounts often adopt an alternative defended
in Heim (1992), according to which, belief is defined as the fixed point of an
update. An agent believes some content just in case their information state
remains unchanged when updated with that content. The relevant advantage
of this view of belief is that the associated content need not be a proposition,
and thus, agents can hold non-propositional beliefs.

So far, so good, but rejecting the canons comes at an indirect cost. Notably,
the proponent of the test semantics cannot appeal to the elegant explanation
about correct belief mentioned above. Since it is held that not all beliefs are

2See Williams (1973) for the earliest instance of this slogan.
3See Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991a) van der Does et al. (1997) Beaver (2001), Aloni

(2001), Gillies (2004), von Fintel and Gillies (2007), Dever (2013), Yalcin (2012b), Yalcin
(2015), Willer (2013), and Lennertz (2019) among others, for developments and applications
of the test semantics. For influential dynamic accounts that do not directly concern epistemic
modals, see Kamp (1981), Heim (1983), and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991b). See Goldstein
(2019) for an update semantics where not all instances of the epistemic modal operator perform
a test.
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true or false, their correctness cannot be explained exclusively in terms of truth
and falsity.4 Instead, dynamic theorists appeal to correctness conditions that are
related to truth only indirectly. Willer (2013) provides what is, to my knowledge,
the only dedicated account of correctness of belief for the test semantics. Call
this evidential correctness. According to evidential correctness, a belief is correct
if and only if it would not commit someone with the believing agent’s evidence
to factual error, (Willer, 2013, 64). Crucially, this proposal does not require
that the belief itself be true or false.

Willer (2013) develops the test semantics in order to solve puzzles of modal
disagreement. Modal disagreements paradigmatically involve an agent a who
believes that some proposition p is not the case and some agent b who believes
that p might be the case. It is claimed that a disagrees with b, and the fact that
the test semantics treats these contents as inconsistent is touted as a motivation
to adopt the view. The puzzle is often marshalled against the contextualist
semantics for epistemic modals because contextualism allegedly fails to explain
the disagreement. It is further argued that modal disagreements are genuine
disagreements because a is disposed to judge the content of b’s belief as wrong,
incorrect, or mistaken.5 This is supported by the observation that a can respond
with something like, “No, you’re wrong,” or “No, that’s not right,” in response
to b’s assertion.6 This is to say that a is disposed to judge b’s belief as incorrect,
and that this judgement supports the claim that a disagrees with b.

The present paper argues that evidential correctness fails to yield the proper
correctness judgments in a wide variety of cases. In short, if a does not share
evidence with b, and a makes correctness judgments based on evidential cor-
rectness, then there will be cases where a will not conclude that the content
of b’s belief is incorrect since b’s belief that it might be that p would not com-
mit anyone with b’s evidence to factual error. a, nonetheless, disagrees with b.
Unfortunately, many paradigmatic modal disagreement scenarios concern cases
precisely like this, and evidential correctness fails to provide the motivating nor-
mative judgment on the part of a. This is a problem, since the puzzle of modal
disagreement is, itself, motivated by the claim that a judges that the content of
b’s belief is incorrect. Since these correctness judgments motivate the problem
of modal disagreement, proponents of the test semantics must provide a tenable
alternative that yields the appropriate judgment, i.e. a must consider the con-
tent of b’s belief to be incorrect in all cases of modal disagreement. Otherwise,
the disagreement challenge loses its teeth. I further argue evidential correctness
concerns the wrong kind of correctness required to motivate the challenge. I
conclude that we are forced to explore alternatives.

I next consider two possible alternatives for correctness of belief: weak cor-
rectness and strong correctness. I conclude, however, that despite their advan-
tages, both are implausible. I then propose a distinction between two kinds of

4This differentiates dynamic semantics from several other popular theories, including con-
textualism and relativism, since both theories still take meaning to be truth-conditional.

5Henceforth, I shall use normative terms like “wrong”, “incorrect”, etc. interchangeably.
6Appeal to correctness judgments that motivate disagreement can be found in MacFarlane

(2011), Willer (2013), and Lennertz (2019).
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correctness that govern the different types of content within the test seman-
tics. Call these two kinds of correctness locative correctness and informational
correctness. In brief, content that accurately individuates the way the world
is from the way that it is not, is locatively correct. This is to say that such
content locates the believer within a contingent set of worlds which contains the
actual world. Similarly, content that misrepresents the way the world is is loca-
tively incorrect. However, beliefs that do not locate the believer in one world
or another, e.g. “might” beliefs, neither represent nor misrepresent the world.
Thus, they are neither correct nor incorrect, locatively speaking. Such contents,
I argue, are instead beholden to the norm of informational correctness. Some
content is informationally correct just in case that content is consistent with the
information that represents the facts. Thus, instead of judging the correctness
of epistemically modalized contents with respect to their capacity to represent
(which they cannot do), they are judged by their capacity to guide inquiry to-
wards the truth (which they can do). The present paper develops these notions
in a way that is consistent with the correctness judgments that motivate the test
semantics. In addition, I briefly explain why this doxastic framework is not only
plausible, but preferable, in that it distinguishes between the manner in which
not believing truly fails to be correct, and the manner in which believing falsely
fails to be correct. I then show that the framework makes plausible predictions
with respect to how we ought to believe under uncertainty, and how we utilize
doxastic norms to guide our doxastic actions.

§1 introduces the puzzle of modal disagreement and briefly rehearses the
test semantics. §2 develops evidential correctness, weak correctness, and strong
correctness. Problems are posed for each, and none are considered satisfactory.
§3 considers some possible lines of response to the challenges posed in §2 but
concludes that none are successful. §4 presents and explains locative and infor-
mational correctness then demonstrates how adopting both avoids the problems
of weak, strong, and evidential correctness. §5 closes with some brief remarks.

1 Preliminaries

1.1 Modal Disagreement

Consider the following well-rehearsed scenario: Holmes believes that Moriarty
is not the murderer (¬m). Watson is undecided, and believes both that Mori-
arty might be the murderer (Mightm) and that he might not be (Might ¬m).7

Numerous criticisms of the contextualist semantics for epistemic modals rest
on the claim that in scenarios like this, Holmes disagrees with Watson.8 Call
such cases modal disagreements.9 The idea is that disagreement manifests in

7Here, and henceforth, the modal auxiliary “might” is to be interpreted epistemically.
8See Kratzer (1977) and Kratzer (1981) for characterizations of contextualism.
9Several variations of this scenario exist. This version is structurally identical to the one

from Lennertz (2019) which characterizes disagreement as a relation between two believing
agents that holds in virtue of their belief states. Upon this construal, disagreement is treated as
a state, rather than an action, and disagreements need not manifest directly in conversation.
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cases where the disagreeing agents hold beliefs that are inconsistent with each
other’s. According to contextualism, ¬m and Mightm are consistent, and the
disagreement goes unexplained.10 Crucially, the pressure to consider such cases
as genuine disagreements is often motivated by the observation that Holmes be-
lieves, and is licensed to assert, something like “No, you’re wrong,” directed at
Watson’s belief (or assertion) that Moriarty might be the murderer.11 Similar
scenarios involving diachronic intrapersonal disagreement have also been con-
sidered, where an agent who at one point believed that p might be the case,
and later learns that p is not the case, can remark “I used to believe that p
might be the case, but I was wrong.”12 In each case, some agent holds a belief,
and in virtue of holding that belief, they make a normative judgment that some
other belief (and the agent who holds it) is wrong. This judgment is treated
as evidence that the first agent disagrees with the second. Contextualism’s al-
leged failure to properly predict these instances of disagreement is often used to
motivate various non-canonical alternatives, including the test semantics.

1.2 Test Semantics

We now consider the test semantics in a simple and fairly general form. More
sophisticated variants, most notably the semantics in Willer (2013), will be
discussed in §3.13

Let L1 be generated by the grammar:

φ ::= p | ¬φ | (φ ∧ φ) | (φ ∨ φ) | Might φ

Definition 1: Update System

⟨L, C, ·[·]⟩ is an update system if and only if L is a set of sentences, C is a set of
information states, and ·[·] is a function which maps sentences of L to operations
on C.

Let W be the set of all functions A 7→ {0, 1}. Our update system will be
⟨L1,P(W ), ·[·]⟩. If s is a state (a set of worlds in P(W )) and φ is formula of
L1, then s[φ] is the result of updating s with a formula φ. We now define the
relevant notions of support and entailment, in addition to the semantic clauses
for the connectives.

Definition 2: Support

s ⊨ φ⇔ s[φ] = s

For variants of the puzzle, see Egan et al. (2005) Willer (2013), MacFarlane (2011) and
MacFarlane (2014). See Huvenes (2017) for more on disagreement as a state.

10See von Fintel and Gillies (2011) for a defense of contextualism. See Lennertz (2020) and
Yalcin (2015) for responses. Also see Plunkett and Sundell (2013).

11See MacFarlane (2011) and Lennertz (2019).
12See MacFarlane (2011), Lennertz (2019), and Willer (2013).
13The following formulation is equivalent to the one from Lennertz (2019) which is inspired

by Veltman (1996).
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A state supports a formula just in case updating the state with that formula
results in the original state. This is to say that a state supports a formula just
in case the information in that formula is already contained within the state.

Definition 3: Semantic Clauses

1. s[p] = {w ∈ s|w(p) = 1}

2. s[φ ∧ ψ] = s[φ][ψ]

3. s[φ ∨ ψ] = s[φ] ∪ s[ψ]

4. s[¬φ] = s− s[φ]

5. s[Might φ] = {w ∈ s : s[φ] ̸= ∅}

Update with an atomic sentence removes any worlds in the initial state where
that sentence is not true. Conjunction is consecutive update, while disjunction is
the union of the individual updates of the disjuncts. Negation removes the result
of updating with the formula negated. Might φ runs a test on the information
state, and returns the input state if update with φ doesn’t crash. Otherwise, it
crashes, (Veltman, 1996, 228). We can also define a Must operator as the dual
of Might.14

Definition 4: Dynamic Consequence

ψ1, ..., ψn ⊩D φ⇔ ∀s, s[ψ1]...[ψn] ⊨ φ

A sequence of formula dynamically entails another formula just in case every
state is such that sequential update with those formula will support the other
formula. This notion of consequence is often called update-to-test consequence.15

This definition of consequence is interdefinable with the following notion of
consistency.

Definition 5: Dynamic Consistency

ψ1, ..., ψn is consistentD ⇔ ∃s, s[ψ1]...[ψn] ̸= ∅

Definition 6: Dynamic Inconsistency

ψ1, ..., ψn is inconsistentD ⇔ ψ1, ..., ψn is not consistentD

A sequence of formula is dynamically consistent just in case there is some state
that can sustain the sequence of updates without resulting in the absurd state.
Otherwise, it is dynamically inconsistent. Relevantly, dynamic consequence
and consistency are order sensitive. For instance, the sequence Might p, ¬p is

14Must φ =def ¬Might ¬φ. On such an interpretation, Must is strong. While there are
reasons to reject the strength of English “must” (see Karttunen (1972)), many working in
the test semantics take “must” to be strong, so I shall follow suit. See von Fintel and Gillies
(2007), Willer (2013), and Lennertz (2019) for such implementations. See von Fintel and
Gillies (2007) and von Fintel and Gillies (2010) for arguments in favor of this position.

15Veltman (1996) calls this notion of entailment ⊩2.
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consistentD while the sequence ¬p, Mightp is inconsistentD. However, no single
state supports both ¬p and Might p.

Even though semantic contents in a dynamic framework are not charac-
terized in terms of propositions, propositions still do the representational heavy
lifting, and many updates express propositions. The characteristic feature of up-
dates like Might p is that they do not express propositions, and thus, we cannot
even indirectly speak of their truth and falsity or their associated facts. More-
over, it is well known that the non-modal fragment of the semantics above be-
haves classically, but introduction of the Might operator introduces non-classical
behavior. It will thus be useful to distinguish updates which express proposi-
tions from those that do not. Some content expresses a proposition when it
has two properties: distributivity and eliminativity, (Groenendijk and Stokhof,
1991a, 57). All contents in the test semantics are eliminative, so some content
is distributive if and only if it expresses a proposition.

Definition 7: Distributivity

φ is distributive ⇔ for all s, s[φ] =
⋃
{{w}[φ]|w ∈ s}

An update is distributive just in case updating a state with the formula will
yield the same result as the union of the individual updates of the singleton
set of each world in that state, (van Benthem, 1989, 364). All contents that
do not include the Might operator are distributive, and hence, express proposi-
tions. Paradigmatically, contents of the form Might p are not distributive, and
do not express propositions.16 Subsequent discussion will appeal to content that
is propositional, which is to say, content that expresses update with a proposi-
tion.17 It will sometimes be useful to refer directly to a proposition expressed by
a distributive update, rather than the update itself. We capture this as follows:

Definition 8: Proposition

For any φ that is distributive, [[φ]] =def {w ∈W |{w}[φ] ̸= ∅}

Distributive contents can always be associated with a set of possible worlds or
proposition. The [[·]] allows us to refer to this proposition directly. Crucially, [[·]]
is only defined for distributive contents.

Lastly, we need to define what it is for an agent to hold a belief. Here I pro-
vide Heim’s commonly accepted account of belief in dynamic frameworks.18 In
traditional static frameworks, such contents will be propositions, but this won’t
be so for dynamic theories. Instead, to have a belief is to have an information
state that supports the update associated with the content of that belief.

Definition 9: Belief

16Notably, not all formulas of the form Might φ fail to be distributive. For instance, when
the Might operator takes wide scope over a contradiction, e.g. Might(p ∧ ¬p), the formula
will be distributive. As Mandelkern (2020) observes, however, not every formula of the form
φ ∧ ¬φ is a contradiction within the test semantics.

17I will occasionally say of some propositional content that that content is true (or false).
This is bit of shorthand to say that the content expresses a proposition that is true (or false).

18Instances of this can be found in Heim (1992), Yalcin (2011), Yalcin (2012b), Willer (2013)
and Lennertz (2019) among others.
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An agent a believes some content φ⇔ Ia[φ] = Ia

An agent holds a belief just in case update with the contents of that belief will
not change the agent’s information state. This is to say that the information
contained in the update is already captured by the state, and thus, subsequent
update has no effect. This can be equivalently defined in terms of support: an
agent a believes some content φ if and only if Ia ⊨ φ. Accordingly, an agent
who’s information state contains no p worlds will believe ¬p. Similarly, an agent
who’s information contains at least one p world believes Might p, and so forth.
This account of belief is highly idealized insofar as agents who hold a belief will
hold all the consequences of that belief. If an agent believes φ, and φ ⊩D ψ
then the agent also believes ψ. Similarly, if an agent is undecided with respect
to the truth of some proposition [[φ]] then that agent’s information state will
include both [[φ]] worlds and [[¬φ]] worlds. Thus, if an agent is undecided, then
that agent will believe Might φ and Might ¬φ.

The semantics above has been used to great effect to predict and explain
various phenomena involving epistemic modals.19 Here, however, we isolate
our attention to modal disagreements. Holmes believes ¬m because updating
Holmes’ information state, Ih, with ¬m returns his initial state Ih (Ih[¬m] =
Ih). Watson believes that Mightm and Might ¬m, since his information state
Iw includes both m worlds and ¬m worlds, and so update with either Mightm
or Might ¬m (or both) will output Iw. However, should Holmes update his
information state with Watson’s belief that Might m, Holmes’ state will crash.
More formally, for any state s, if s ⊨ ¬m then s[Mightm] = ∅. Holmes’ belief
that Moriarty is not the murderer has ruled out all m worlds. Thus, updating
with Mightm will check for m worlds, but is doomed to fail, since his belief that
¬m ensures that there aren’t any. Therefore, the content of Holmes’ belief is
inconsistentD with the content of Watson’s belief, and Holmes thereby disagrees
with Watson.

If disagreement is characterized in terms of inconsistency, the test semantics
is able to predict that Holmes disagrees with Watson. Cases of diachronic
intrapersonal disagreement as well as eavesdropper cases can be explained in
similar fashion. The issue, however, does not lie within the machinery of the test
semantics. Rather, the alleged cases of disagreement that motivate the adoption
of the test semantics are themselves motivated by the correctness judgments
made by interlocutors like Holmes. This story is vindicated by the fact that
Holmes judges the content of Watson’s belief to be incorrect. The test semantics,
by itself, does not tell us anything about what it means for the content of a belief
to be correct. Thus, we need to supplement the formal machinery above with a
theory of correctness that explains why Holmes makes this judgment.

19Perhaps most notably, the test semantics predicts the infelicity of embedded epistemic
contradictions. See von Fintel and Gillies (2007), Willer (2013), and Willer (2015) for details.
See Yalcin (2007) for a thorough characterization of the problem of epistemic contradiction.
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2 Correctness Conditions

2.1 Formative Correctness vs. Content Correctness

Proponents of the disagreement challenge to contextualism take the presence
of modal disagreements to be evidence against contextualism. Such critics al-
lege that within the Kratzerian contextualist framework, Watson’s belief that
Might m expresses a second order description of the state he is in; something
like, “For all I know, Moriarty might be the murderer.”20 Thus, the content con-
cerns Watson. If Watson is undecided as to whether Moriarty is the murderer,
this content is true, and thereby correct. Moreover, this content is consistent
with what Holmes believes. Unless Holmes misunderstands the nature of Wat-
son’s beliefs, Holmes cannot plausibly disagree with respect to the content of
Watson’s belief, nor can he believe that content to be incorrect. Since con-
textualism does not predict the content of Holmes’ belief and the content of
Watson’s belief as jointly inconsistent, it is argued that contextualism fails to
predict these cases of disagreement.21 Contextualists, however, may respond
that purported disagreements like those between Holmes and Watson are not
genuine disagreements, or at least, not the kind of disagreements that con-
cern contents and inconsistency therebetween. To ameliorate these worries and
motivate the objection, it is common to invoke the correctness judgments of
interlocutors. For instance, Holmes can respond or believe that the content of
Watson’s belief that Moriarty might be the murderer is wrong. The plausible
assumption here is that when we judge the content of some belief or assertion
to be incorrect, this is evidence of disagreement. The strategy of appealing to
normative judgments about content strives to isolate the content of the belief or
assertion as the locus of incorrectness, and thereby disagreement. This is to say
that those who take the disagreement challenge to be an objection to Kratze-
rian contextualism insist that disagreement concerns content directly and place
a demand on competing views that these disagreements manifest themselves in
the semantics. This strategy places at least three constraints on proposals that
can successfully answer the challenge. The first, and most well-recognized in the
literature, applies pressure to commit to the claim that Holmes disagrees with
Watson. The second is often less appreciated and holds that since the object
of the normative judgement is the content of Watson’s epistemically modal-
ized belief, it constrains the lines of response available to views which properly

20Contextualists may not accept this characterization of their view. See, most famously,
Kratzer (1977) and Kratzer (1981) for thorough explication of the position. See DeRose (1991)
for a detailed account of contextualism concerning epistemic modals in particular.

21I oversimplify a bit here, as contextualists have argued that the contextually relevant
state of information that the modal is sensitive to may include the information of agents
other than the speaker/believer. Proponents of the disagreement challenge respond to this
by proposing eavesdropper cases. Such cases are, allegedly, modal disagreements where the
presence of the disagreeing agent is not known by the speaking/believing agent, and allegedly,
no contextually supplied body of information is plausible. For examples of eavesdropper
cases, see MacFarlane (2011) and Khoo (2015). The challenges I offer below do not require
eavesdropper cases (though the solution I provide can explain them) so for simplicity, I avoid
eavesdroppers in this discussion.
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answer the challenge. In particular, it limits pragmatic and (arguably) met-
alinguistic explanations of the disagreement. Such restrictions are plausible,
especially when we consider that disagreements tend to be about some content,
and the disagreement in the present case is about whether or not Moriarty is
the murderer. Thus, the correctness/incorrectness judgments of interlocutors
like Holmes are a primary motivating factor for taking modal disagreements to
be genuine disagreements, as well as insisting that they be explained by the
contents of beliefs. Unlike the Kratzerian semantics, the test semantics does
predict the content of Holmes’ belief to be inconsistent with the content of Wat-
son’s. However, in order to utilize Holmes’ correctness judgments as motivation,
proponents of the test semantics will need to provide correctness conditions that
explain why Holmes judges the content of Watson’s belief to be incorrect.

This brings us to the third, and perhaps least appreciated, constraint, which
concerns precisely what kind of normative judgment is being made. Lennertz
(2019) makes a useful distinction in this regard, and I’ll help myself to it here.
Lennertz distinguishes between being correct/incorrect in believing some con-
tent and being correct/incorrect to believe some content. The first concerns
whether the content of the belief is correct, while the second is an evaluation
of how the belief was formed, (Lennertz, 2019, 4789).22 To see the difference,
suppose that p is true. Then suppose that a believes that p, while b believes,
falsely, that ¬p. Suppose further that a is doxastically reckless and has devel-
oped their true belief on radically insufficient evidence. Moreover, b is rational,
has been doxastically responsible, and b’s best evidence supports ¬p. Thus, we
can say that b is correct to believe ¬p, yet b is nonetheless incorrect in believing
¬p. The opposite holds for a, who is right in believing p but is wrong to believe
p. While the process by which a formed the belief that p is unsatisfactory, and
they are thereby wrong to believe p, the content of p is nevertheless correct, and
a is correct in believing p.

Thus, there are at least two ways to normatively judge an agent with respect
to their doxastic state. One concerns the process by which the agent formed
their belief. We might call this formative correctness. An agent is formatively
correct to believe some content iff their belief forming process satisfies the ap-
propriate evidential and doxastic standards, whatever they may be. The other
type of correctness, and the one relevant for disagreement, is determined wholly
by the content of the belief. An agent is correct in believing some content iff
that content is correct. The former notion of correctness concerns the inferen-
tial actions of the agent, and is sensitive to their evidence. The latter is not,
and is entirely determined by the content of the belief. While both notions of
correctness can also be applied to agents, formative correctness is sensitive to
agential features over and above the content of the belief. On the other hand,
whether an agent is correct in believing some content is determined solely by
the content of the belief in question. As Lennertz argues, it is the second kind
of correctness that is relevant for disagreement, (Lennertz, 2019, 4789). To see

22Note that this distinction is not restricted to dynamic accounts and is equally applicable
to static accounts. For instance, Wedgewood’s thesis clearly concerns correctness in believing,
and does not concern correctness to believe.
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why, suppose that a third agent, c, knows that p. While c may respect b’s rea-
soning, she will disagree with b and will believe that the content of b’s belief is
incorrect, since it is false. Alternatively, even if c does not respect a’s reasons
for believing p is the case, c does not disagree with a about p. Regardless of
how any of the agents formed their beliefs, c will agree with a and disagree with
b. The quality of a and b’s evidence does not impact c’s capacity to agree or
disagree with them about p.

Crucially, proponents of the disagreement challenge are committed to the
claim that the relevant normative judgment made by Holmes concerns the con-
tent of Watson’s belief, and does not concern Watson’s evidence, or how he
formed the belief. Holmes may very well judge that Watson is correct to believe
Mightm based on the evidence available to him. Nonetheless, he thinks Watson
is wrong in believing Mightm since that content cannot be correct when ¬m is
true. Proponents of the challenge that fail to appreciate this distinction will find
that their challenge falls on deaf ears, as Holmes’ evaluation of Watson’s belief
forming process places no pressure upon the semantics. Contextualist may re-
spond that the disagreement, if any, concerns how Watson is responding to the
evidence. This explanation can be provided without appeal to inconsistency of
contents. Thus, any semantics which adequately responds to the challenge must
be able to explain what it is for some content to be correct (and derivatively,
what one is correct in believing), and should not concern formative correctness
(what one is correct to believe.)

This sounds good when we limit our examples to propositional beliefs whose
contents are truth-evaluable. True contents are correct, false contents are not,
and therefore, agents are correct in believing true contents according to Wedge-
wood’s principle. There is a lacuna in our story, however, should we insist that
there are contents that are not truth-evaluable. The task at hand is to provide
plausible conditions for content correctness within a dynamic framework that
do not appeal exclusively to truth. In addition, these conditions should also
explain why Holmes judges the content of Watson’s belief to be incorrect.

2.2 Candidates for Content Correctness

The literature features a few different accounts of a correct belief that are com-
patible with the test semantics. While some dynamic accounts appeal to the
distinction between content correctness and formative correctness, there are
not, to my knowledge, any dynamic accounts that explicitly characterize the
conditions for these different kinds of correctness.23 As we shall see, this leads
to difficulties. The proceeding section explores extant proposals, and considers
whether they are, in fact, accounts of content correctness or formative cor-
rectness. After considering each, I explain why each account is, unfortunately,
unsatisfactory.

23Lennertz (2019), for instance, appeals to the difference between being wrong to believe
and being wrong in believing but does not provide an account of precisely what it is to be
wrong in believing within the test framework.
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2.2.1 Evidential Correctness

Willer (2013) deploys the test semantics to engage the puzzle of modal disagree-
ment. Willer’s strategy involves adding additional complexity to the semantics
described above in supervaluationist fashion in order to capture how epistemic
modals express attention towards a possibility. The result is a sophisticated de-
velopment of the test semantics that addresses a battery of problems involving
epistemic modals. After proposing the semantics, Willer addresses an objection
against non truth-conditional accounts of epistemic modals from MacFarlane
(2011). MacFarlane argues that such accounts are unable to explain the incor-
rectness judgments which motivate disagreements and retractions, (MacFarlane,
2011, 158). Willer recognizes the importance of correctness judgements, but re-
jects the claim that no account of correctness is available for the test semantics.
He does this by providing his own. Call this condition evidential correctness.

Evidential Correctness: A belief is correct if and only if it would not commit
someone with the believing agent’s evidence to factual error, (Willer, 2013, 64).

According to evidential correctness, an agent is correct to believe some content
just in case no one equipped with the same evidence as the believing agent
would be committed to factual error. Willer also provides a definition which
explains what “factual error” amounts to.

Definition 10: Truthfulness

An information state s is truthful ⇔ @ ∈ s

An information state is truthful just in case the state has not ruled out the
actual world, (Willer, 2013, 56). The actual world is the privileged possible
world where all of the propositions that are true at that world, are, in fact,
true. An information state that contains any information which is false will rule
out the actual world. Thus, an agent is committed to factual error just in case
their information state is not truthful.

Evidential correctness is compelling and appropriately broad. It is somewhat
intuitive that a “might” belief is correct when the prejacent is compatible with
the evidence. Thus, in many cases, it does not attribute error to those who
refrain from holding a fully-fledged propositional belief when the evidence does
not support that belief. Further, when an agent’s evidence does support some
belief, φ, and the agent fails to make the appropriate inference and still believes
Might ¬φ, evidential correctness rightly predicts that the believing agent will
be incorrect. This is because a more discerning agent with the same evidence
would have concluded φ, and thus would be committed to factual error if they
believed Might¬φ.24 In addition, evidential correctness applies to propositional
and non-propositional beliefs alike. If the proposition associated with a belief is
false, then it directly leads to factual error. In addition, certain epistemic modal
beliefs that do not express propositions, e.g., “It must be that p” can lead to
factual error and can be incorrect as a result. Lastly, while evidential correctness
does not appeal directly to truth, the truth remains relevant in that the agent’s

24The only state that supports both φ and Might ¬φ is ∅, which is not truthful.
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beliefs should not conflict with the facts. Thus, evidential correctness remains
suitably grounded in reality.

Prima facie, evidential correctness seems intuitive, and attractive. It also
appears to make the right predictions in the case involving Holmes and Wat-
son. Suppose that Holmes and Watson have just jointly investigated the same
crime scene and have the same evidence. Holmes, in classic fashion, has made
inferences that Watson has missed, despite having access to the very same evi-
dence. Based on this evidence, Holmes has miraculously deduced that Moriarty
is not the murderer. Were he to maintain these beliefs while also believing the
content of Watson’s belief, he would be committed to factual error, since ¬m
is inconsistentD with Mightm. Thus, the counterfactual conditions for eviden-
tial correctness do not hold for Watson’s belief, since there is someone, namely
Holmes, who has Watson’s evidence, yet would be committed to factual error
if he held Watson’s belief. If Holmes adopted Watson’s belief, he would be
in the absurd state, guaranteeing that the actual world was removed from his
state, and thereby committing him to factual error. Watson is thereby incor-
rect. Equally importantly, he is incorrect in a way that is accessible to Holmes,
allowing Holmes to judge that that Watson is incorrect.

Despite the auspicious start, cracks appear under closer scrutiny. There are
two substantive problems with evidential correctness that prevent it from play-
ing the dialectical role that Willer intends it to play. The first is that while
evidential correctness makes the right predictions when Holmes shares the same
evidence as Watson, evidential correctness fails to make the requisite predic-
tions outside of such carefully engineered scenarios. In particular, it fails in
cases where agents do not share the same evidence. For instance, suppose that
the disagreement between Holmes and Watson takes place after the two have
each independently investigated separate sections of the crime scene. Holmes’
evidence supports ¬m while Watson’s provides no evidence for or against m.
Each are unaware of the other’s evidence and do not share the same evidence.
According to evidential correctness, Watson’s belief is incorrect just in case
someone with Watson’s evidence would be committed to factual error, and this
is supposed to explain why Holmes can utter, “No, you’re wrong,” if Watson
asserts Mightm. The problem here is that Holmes is entirely unaware of Wat-
son’s evidence, and thus, if his normative judgment about Watson’s belief is
guided by evidential correctness, he will be unable to judge whether someone
with Watson’s evidence would be committed to factual error. Notably, such sce-
narios still allow for modal disagreements, which require normative judgments,
and it strikes as perfectly felicitous for Holmes to utter, “No, you’re wrong.”
This means that Holmes’ assessment that Watson is incorrect is coming from
some other principle, and is not explained by evidential correctness.

The problem is not merely one of epistemic access. Suppose further that
Holmes can read minds, and is aware of Watson’s evidence. Even if Holmes
can read Watson’s mind, if his judgments are guided by evidential correctness,
Holmes should conclude that Watson’s belief that Might m is correct. Since
Watson’s evidence is silent with respect to m, no one with Watson’s evidence
would be committed to factual error. Nonetheless, Holmes can still felicitously
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and justifiably utter, “No, you’re wrong.” Evidential correctness fails to predict
this judgment. Thus, evidential correctness does not make the requisite predic-
tions with respect to the normative judgements required for the disagreement.
If Holmes believes ¬m, he will judge any Mightm belief to be incorrect, whether
he is aware of the evidence or not.

Recall further that disagreement concerning states of information does not
require that conversation manifest, and the absence of conversation does not
prevent agents from disagreeing. Thus, Holmes need not even speak with Wat-
son, nor have any ideas about Watson’s evidence, in order to disagree. Just like
b and c above, Holmes disagrees with Watson because he judges some content
to be incorrect, and he is able to do this regardless of the evidence that supports
that content. Evidential correctness fails to explain this, and thus fails to moti-
vate the disagreement challenge in cases where disagreeing agents do not share
evidence. Things are made worse by the fact that scenarios where disagreeing
agents do not have access to one another’s evidence are common. In fact, we
often engage in active information exchange precisely because we do not share
the same evidence. One may even suspect that disagreement between agents
that do not share evidence are more common than ones where they do. At the
very least, cases where evidential correctness fails aren’t recherché, nor need
they involve complexities like eavesdropping. Such cases are common if not the
norm.

The problem becomes more pronounced when we consider why MacFarlane
demands an account of correctness/incorrectness in the first place. He insists
that one be provided precisely because these kinds of normative judgments
are what motivate the disagreement challenge. If the account of correctness
provided is unable to supply the judgments that motivate the challenge, then
MacFarlane, and proponents of the challenge more generally, should remain
unsatisfied. A satisfactory account of correctness will be able to predict and
explain, in all instances of modal disagreement, that the disagreeing agent is
able to judge their interlocutor to be incorrect. Evidential correctness does not
meet this criteria.

The above is suggestive of the second, deeper problem. Under Willer’s ac-
count, some belief is evidentially correct based on some body of evidence, and
what inferences would be made by other agents in possession of that evidence.
This sensitivity to evidence suggests that evidential correctness is not a condi-
tion on the correctness of content, but is rather a condition for formative cor-
rectness. As we saw above, formative accounts of correctness do not motivate
the disagreement challenge. Importantly, while Willer discusses correctness, he
does not distinguish content correctness from formative correctness, and I sus-
pect that there is a conflation of the two. These suspicions are supported by
the following from Willer.

“Correctness as characterized above turns on an individual’s eviden-
tial situation and thus we leave room for the possibility that, given
adequate variation in what is known, [Watson] correctly believes
that [Moriarty might be the murderer], while [Holmes] correctly be-
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lieves that [Moriarty is not the murderer]... But we are well advised
to bear in mind that correctness thus understood cannot serve as a
reliable guide to the semantics and pragmatics of epistemic modals,”
(Willer, 2013, 64-65).25

The above makes explicit the fact that, under evidential correctness, whether
an agent is correct to believe something is determined by the evidence available
to them. This is, arguably, the characteristic feature of formative correctness.
Moreover, just as Willer claims, as one’s evidence changes, so changes what
one is correct to believe. This explains the differing judgments of correctness
betweenWatson and Holmes, but is also characteristic of an account of formative
correctness. However, as Lennertz convincingly argues, the normative notion
relevant to the disagreement challenge is not formative correctness, but content
correctness. The disagreement challenge does not concern what Holmes thinks
Watson is correct to believe, but what he thinks he is correct in believing.

I take the final sentence of the quote above to mean that, since evidential
correctness concerns which contents are correct to believe given certain bodies
of evidence, and since the same belief can be correct relative to some body
of evidence, and incorrect relative to another, that judgments of correctness
should play no deep role in our semantic account of epistemic modals. Later in
the paper, Willer precisifies the point.

“The point is that such correctness criteria do not serve as a re-
liable guide to the semantics and pragmatics of epistemic modals.
A speaker’s judgment that so-and-so might be the case may be cor-
rect—the speaker may be responding correctly to his or her evidence—and
still be rejected by a better informed assessor... A hearer’s reac-
tion to a judgment involving might or must is then expected not to
be guided by considerations of correctness but rather by the judg-
ment’s update effect on the hearer’s information state. We have seen
that this approach easily accounts for the observation that ordinary
speakers assess judgments involving might by testing them against
their own perspective...” (Willer, 2013, 87) (emphasis added).

Willer argues that correctness judgments are not what motivates Holmes’ rejec-
tion of Watson’s belief. Instead, Holmes seems to judge Watson’s belief based
on his own evidence. Watson’s belief is incompatible with Holmes’ information,
and thus Holmes rejects Watson’s proposal. This explains why Holmes rejects
Watson’s belief but it fails to explain why Holmes thinks Watson is incorrect in
believing this. Willer thinks this isn’t a problem since Holmes’ ability to reject
Watson’s claim is not based on Holmes’ assessment of its correctness (Holmes
might think Watson is perfectly correct to believe Might m), but instead re-
jects Watson’s claim based on the fact that it is incompatible with Holmes’
information. Unfortunately, I do not think that this is a move Willer is able

25I alter Willer’s quote by exchanging Holmes and Watson with Willer’s example subjects,
Alex and Mary.
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to make. Recall that the disagreement challenge relies fundamentally on the
argument that Holmes’ normative judgment of the content of Watson’s belief
is what ensures that he disagrees with Watson about that content, and is not
merely rejecting his claim.26 Should we trivialize the role of Holmes’ normative
judgment in modal disagreements, as Willer suggests, then the contextualist is
free to trivialize it as well. They may explain Holmes’ rejection pragmatically
or for other non-semantic reasons, and are under no pressure to modify the
semantics. Thus, should Willer pursue this strategy, his claim that dynamic
semantics can answer the challenge doesn’t amount to much, since the presence
of the challenge offers no pressure to abandon contextualism in favor of a dy-
namic alternative. This is to say that, by my lights, Willer’s proposal does not
answer MacFarlane’s complaint. Willer provides an account of correctness only
to concede that this account of correctness plays no role in Holmes’ rejection
of Watson’s claim. This, however, is precisely why MacFarlane demands an
account of correctness in the first place.

Willer’s assessment that evidential correctness cannot be what motivates
Holmes’ judgment seems to dovetail with my observations that it fails to make
the requisite predictions. This explains why Willer thinks that correctness judg-
ments should not inform our semantic theorizing. Unfortunately, the disagree-
ment challenge insists precisely that we do allow correctness judgments to inform
our theorizing. Willer’s comments, most notably the italicized portion of the
quote above, suggest, however, that Willer has only considered formative notions
of correctness which are sensitive to evidence. As Lennertz observes, however,
the disagreement challenge concerns correctness of content. It should thus be
unsurprising that evidential correctness fails to motivate Holmes’ judgment. It
is the wrong kind of correctness. My suspicion is that Willer has attempted
to recruit a formative norm, when only a content norm will suffice, and as a
result, has undermined the challenge he has striven to solve.27 This also points
us in a more fruitful direction. What we need is an account of correctness for
non-truth-conditional content that does inform our semantic theorizing. This
account should also vindicate the claim that Holmes thinks Watson is incor-
rect in believing Might m, without appeal to evidence or any other formative
norms. Such an account of correctness will allow the dynamic semanticist to
answer the challenge in a way that the contextualist cannot and thereby mo-
tivate the view. We should thus explore options that concern content alone.28

Two options readily suggest themselves.

26We can often reject things that we do not judge to be incorrect.
27This should also make clear that potential variations of evidential correctness will similarly

fail to answer the challenge. So long as such proposals are sensitive to evidence, they will be
formative accounts of correctness, rather than accounts of the correctness of content.

28This argument does not amount to a wholesale rejection of evidential correctness. It may
well be a perfectly appropriate formative norm. My contention is that evidential correctness
cannot be the kind of correctness operative in modal disagreements.
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2.2.2 Weak Correctness

With respect to content correctness, an agent’s ability to be correct in believing
some content depends entirely on the semantic value of that content. Not so
for formative correctness, where an agent can be perfectly formatively correct,
even if the content is not. This suggests that conditions for content correctness
should concern content directly and should not appeal to evidence or inferential
mechanisms. This simultaneously explains why evidential correctness failed,
while pointing us in a more productive direction. I next consider a proposal in
this spirit, which I call weak correctness.

Weak Correctness: If an agent a holds a belief with content φ the content of
that belief is correct if and only if @ ∈ Ia[φ].

29

Weak correctness holds that a belief is correct if and only if that belief does not
commit the believing agent to factual error. This is to say that a belief is correct
just in case that belief does not cause the believing agent to believe falsely.

Weak correctness has some immediate advantages. The first is that it does
not appeal to evidence or inference, ensuring that it characterizes correctness
of content. The second is that, like evidential correctness, it applies to proposi-
tional and non-propositional beliefs alike. If the content of some proposition is
true, then it will be correct. If it is false, it will be incorrect. Things change with
respect to epistemic modal beliefs, which are neither true nor false. Consider
the content Might p. A belief in this content will be correct if the believing
agent’s information state contains at least one p world. It will be incorrect if it
does not contain any p worlds. More generally, we see that some epistemically
modalized content is correct just in case the test performed by the modal is
passed. This both explains why one is incorrect in believing Might p when one
believes ¬p, but it also explains the intuition that “might” beliefs can be correct
when an agent is undecided as to the truth of some proposition.

The obvious problem, however, is that weak correctness universally fails to
vindicate Holmes’ judgment that Watson’s belief is incorrect. Watson’s belief
that Moriarty might be the murderer does not commit him to factual error,
and is thereby correct. Moreover, even though Holmes believes ¬m, Holmes
will recognize that Watson’s belief that Mightm will not commit him to factual
error. Thus, Holmes should judge Watson to be correct in believing Mightm.
This problem generalizes to all instances of modal disagreement and universally
fails to predict the incorrectness judgments that motivate the problem. Thus,
whatever its advantages, weak correctness cannot be the correctness condition
that motivates the disagreement challenge.

2.2.3 Strong Correctness

Willer (2013) mentions an alternative in a footnote on pp.63, which appeals to
a proposal from Yalcin (2011). Yalcin proffers a condition for correct assertion

29Here and henceforth, I characterize contents in terms of formulas as opposed to updates,
but this choice is purely practical, and nothing hangs on it. Definitions concerning content
can be easily altered to instead appeal to updates rather than formula.
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called advisability, but we can instead articulate this as a correctness condition
for the content of belief and explore the results. Willer does not pursue this
condition in depth, but, in light of my objections, we can take a closer look.

Strong Correctness: A belief is correct if and only if an agent who knows all
of the relevant facts holds this belief, (Willer, 2013, 63).30

According to strong correctness, a belief is correct just in case some idealized
agent who already knows the relevant facts holds this belief. Thus, if Holmes and
Watson are debating about m, the idealized knower will know whether or not
m is the case. Strong correctness is significantly stingier than weak correctness
when it comes to whose beliefs are correct, specifically with respect to “might”
beliefs. Just like weak correctness, any commitment to factual error will result
in a belief that is incorrect. However, weak correctness was permissive with
respect to some epistemic modal beliefs. Even if some proposition p was false,
weak correctness allowed for beliefs like Might p to be correct, so long as they
did not commit the believer to factual error. Not so for strong correctness.
According to strong correctness, if p is false, then an agent who knows the
relevant facts will not believe Might p, and so, any such belief is incorrect.
Thus, it is not enough to merely fail to believe falsely. In order to satisfy strong
correctness, one must believe truly.

We can now apply strong correctness to the disagreement between Holmes
and Watson. Holmes believes ¬m, which is to say that Holmes believes the
facts are such that an idealized agent would believe ¬m, and would not believe
Might m. This explains why Holmes judges the content of Watson’s belief to
be incorrect. Note that this applies even if it turns out that Holmes himself
is mistaken, and Moriarty is in fact the murderer. In virtue of believing ¬m,
Holmes believes that the facts are such that ¬m and subsequently believes
that an idealized agent would also believe ¬m.31 This is looking good, since
it explains Holmes’ judgment that Might m is incorrect. Consequently, this
predicts that Holmes will judge any agent who believes Mightm to be incorrect
in believing this content. One can change the scenario as freely as one likes,
adding differing evidence, eavesdroppers, or whatever else. Strong correctness
predicts that Holmes will judge any belief that Mightm to be incorrect, as is
required to motivate the puzzle.

Unlike weak correctness, strong correctness predicts that Holmes judges the
content of Watson’s belief to be incorrect, maintaining the initial motivation for
modal disagreement. Unlike evidential correctness, strong correctness concerns
content exclusively, and is thus an appropriate condition on correctness of con-

30This definition appeals to a locally idealized knower with access to the relevant facts.
Those with concerns about the work that relevance plays may appeal to an absolutely idealized
knower who knows all of the facts. What follows is equally applicable to both characterizations,
so the distinction is not emphasized.

31Put another way, when it comes to our propositional beliefs, we tend to think of ourselves
as locally idealized agents, since we think our own propositional beliefs to be true. We can be
mistaken, however, about what an idealized agent would believe. This also aligns nicely with
the observation made by Willer and others that agents tend to test “might” beliefs “against
their own perspective,” (Willer, 2013, 87).
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tent. In addition, it allows Holmes to make the requisite correctness judgment
about the content of Watson’s belief in all cases, regardless of evidence. Strong
correctness thus avoids the challenges faced by evidential and weak correctness
and appears to be the most attractive option thus far. Unfortunately, it also
makes a multitude of less attractive predictions concerning the beliefs of indi-
viduals who are undecided. Recall that for the test semantics, to be undecided
about some proposition p involves, among other things, having an information
state that can sustain update with p as well as ¬p. Unlike traditional proposi-
tional accounts, where indecision is the absence of belief, our current framework
ensures that indecision requires at least some beliefs. If an agent is undecided
with respect to p, then their information state will support Might p∧Might¬p,
and thus, the agent will believe Mightp∧Might¬p.32 It doesn’t matter whether
this belief is occurrent, or whether the agent recognizes that they have it.

In a purely propositional framework, strong correctness appears plausible
and attractive.33 However, in frameworks where indecision entails belief in
some content, there are some rather extreme consequences.

Ubiquity of Error: For any propositional content φ, if @ ∈ [[φ]], then any
doxastic agent who fails to believe φ, and thereby believes Might ¬φ believes
some content that is incorrect and thus, is wrong in believing Might ¬φ.

According to strong correctness, any agent who fails to believe truly with re-
spect to any proposition is guaranteed to hold a belief that is incorrect. This
includes both agents who believe falsely, as well as agents who are undecided.
An immediate consequence is that every actual doxastic agent is incorrect in
holding at least some of their beliefs. Both weak and evidential correctness
missed crucial cases of incorrectness and thus failed to motivate the disagree-
ment challenge. Strong correctness avoids this problem by painting with an
especially broad brush and characterizing any content that is not consistent
with the facts as incorrect. It doesn’t matter whether the inconsistency is the
product of indecision or false belief.

It is important to appreciate that the traditional, static framework operates
differently. According to Wedgewood’s truth norm, the content of a belief is
correct just in case it is true. False beliefs are incorrect, but the absence of be-
lief involves no content that can be considered correct or incorrect by the truth
norm. Classically, to be undecided with respect to some proposition is to not
have a belief towards that proposition, and indecision requires no belief at all.
While indecision may be correct in some circumstances and not others, this cor-
rectness is not governed by any content norm–there is no content–and is instead
governed by some formative norm of belief. As a result, the classical framework
does not predict such large-scale error in content. Unlike classical frameworks,
the test semantics treats undecided agents as believing some content. When
coupled with strong correctness, the test semantics is able to explain how the

32The same agent will also believe Might p and Might¬p.
33If we interpret strong correctness as suggested in footnote 27, then it is equivalent to

Wedgewood’s truth norm in frameworks that are propositional.
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content of certain “might” beliefs are wrong. The consequence, it turns out, is
that a whole lot of content, including all indecisive content, is wrong.34

This result is not as extreme as it may appear at first blush. False content
and indecisive content each fail to accurately represent the world and are thereby
incorrect. More importantly, however, strong correctness makes no judgments
about what one is correct to believe. Strong correctness only governs what one
is correct in believing. Watson is very plausibly correct to believe Might m.
Strong correctness takes no stand on this issue and merely predicts that he is
incorrect in believing it. The tension between the pressure to respond appro-
priately to evidence (formative correctness) and the pressure to believe truly
(content correctness) is nothing new, nor is it unique to dynamic frameworks.
Accordingly, the ubiquity of error may well be a bullet worth biting. Unfortu-
nately, when it is coupled with another consequence of strong correctness, the
result is much more difficult to embrace.

Homogeneity of Error: There is no normative difference between indecisive
content and false content. Both are incorrect in exactly the same way, for exactly
the same reason.

The homogeneity of error arises from the fact that strong correctness does not
discriminate between different kinds or degrees of content correctness. Since
being correct in believing some content is wholly determined by the correctness
of that content, it follows that believing indecisive content is just as incorrect,
and is incorrect in precisely the same way, as believing falsely. Thus, there is
no difference in correctness between believing indecisive content and believing
false content.

The test semantics recognizes contents that express indecision directly, with-
out describing the agent as being in an undecided state. Accordingly, correctness
conditions for such contents seem obliged to distinguish between the manner in
which one is incorrect in believing indecisive content, and the manner in which
one is incorrect in believing falsely. Strong correctness fails to do this. What’s
more is that this distinction is clearly suggested by the test semantics itself. To
see this, we can enrich the scenario with Holmes and Watson. Suppose that
the interaction also includes a third agent, Lestrade, who believes that Mori-
arty is the murderer (m). Suppose further, for objectivity, that @(m) = 0.
Observe that while both Watson and Lestrade are, in some sense, incorrect,
they are in radically different doxastic situations. Watson, in virtue of being
undecided, can still consistently come to know the truth that Moriarty is not
the murderer. Watson believes Might m ∧ Might ¬m, however, the sequence,
⟨Might m ∧ Might ¬m,¬m⟩ is dynamically consistent.35 Thus, the contents
of Watson’s beliefs do not impede him from arriving at the truth. Lestrade’s
situation is different. Lestrade believes m, which is dynamically inconsistent

34Some content φ is indecisive with respect to some proposition [[ψ]] ⇔ the only states that
can sustain update with that content are states that include at least one world w s.t. w ∈ [[ψ]]
and at least one world w′ s.t w′ ∈ [[¬ψ]]. Thus, Might p ∧Might ¬p is indecisive with respect
to [[p]].

35This is because many Might updates are not persistent.
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with the factual update expressed by ¬m. Thus, Lestrade’s false belief not only
ensures that his information state will not be truthful, but it actively prevents
him from productively updating with the truth. Thus, Lestrade will need to
reject his belief that m if he is to have any hope of arriving at the truth. It
should be clear that, based on the semantics alone, The content of Lestrade’s
belief is incorrect in a way that the content of Watson’s is not. The test se-
mantics and, hopefully, our intuitions suggest a normative distinction between
indecisive content and false content. Strong correctness, the content governing
norm responsible for making such individuations, is not sensitive to this distinc-
tion, and treats indecisive content as wrong in the same way as content that is
false.36 All doxastic sins are weighed in equal measure.

One may again be tempted to take the homogeneity of error in stride. This
is made difficult when we consider that the homogeneity of error coupled with
the ubiquity of error entails that every doxastic agent that is undecided is not
only wrong in holding at least some of their beliefs but wrong in the same way
as those who believe falsely.

The final problem arises when we consider how normative judgments moti-
vate our actions. Upon realization that some content is incorrect, agents should
cease to believe that content, and revise their beliefs accordingly. We also expect
this from our interlocutors. Holmes does not make a normative judgment about
Watson’s belief with the hope that Watson will maintain it. Rather, Holmes is
trying to convince Watson to believe ¬m. If indecisive content is just as wrong
as false content, and we recognize that we believe some indecisive content, then
we should judge it to be wrong. We should thus react to our own indecisive
beliefs in the same way that we react when we realize that our beliefs are false,
by rejecting them.

Forced Decision: An agent who judges the content of an indecisive belief to
be incorrect should reject the content of that belief.

To be undecided about p requires that an agent believe Might p∧Might¬p. To
be consciously undecided is to be aware that inter alia one believes Might p ∧
Might¬p. However, despite the fact that an agent doesn’t know whether p or ¬p
they will know that one is true and the other is false. As such, Mightp∧Might¬p,
is incorrect according to strong correctness. Moreover, the homogeneity of error
ensures that the incorrectness of this content is no different than the incorrect-
ness of false content.

This turns out to matter a great deal when we consider what happens when
we know that the content of a belief is incorrect. Consider a straightforward case
of false belief. Suppose a believes that p. Later, a discovers that p is false. They
thus judge their belief that p to be incorrect. In response to this, they revise
their beliefs to state such that sa ⊨ ¬p. So far so good, but strong correctness
treats indecisive contents in exactly the same way. If a consciously believes
Mightp∧Might¬p, then they should judge it as incorrect, and thereby revise their

36Data gathered in Khoo (2015) suggests that speakers are sensitive to this distinction, or
one very much like it, insofar as experimental subjects are inclined to judge “might” beliefs
with false prejacents as wrong, but not false.
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beliefs such that sa ⊨ ¬(Might p ∧Might ¬p). But the only states that support
¬(Mightp∧Might¬p) are states that support p and states that support ¬p. The
only state supporting both is the absurd state, ∅. Thus, according to strong
correctness, a ought to guess. This is neither what we should want, or expect
from an epistemic norm governing content. What is especially interesting is that,
as far as strong correctness is concerned, there is no risk in this guess. Any state
that supports (Might p ∧Might ¬p) is guaranteed to be incorrect. However, by
guessing, the agent is only increasing their chances of being correct. If they guess
wrong, they are no worse off than if they stayed undecided. If they guess right,
they have disabused themselves of believing incorrectly.37 Accordingly, should
we adopt strong correctness for the test semantics, we would expect undecided
agents to be pressured to guess in an attempt to avoid error. This is neither
what we observe in everyday thought and talk nor what we should want from
rational agents.38

By my lights, things look fairly dire for strong correctness. The idea that
every undecided agent holds an incorrect belief may be surprising but is a man-
ageable pill to swallow. However, the idea that such beliefs are just as wrong as
false beliefs, coupled with the further claim that undecided agents should guess
in order to avoid incorrectness is simply too much to choke down. In its current
form, strong correctness appears untenable.

2.2.4 Where to Go from here

This section has argued that evidential correctness, weak correctness, and strong
correctness suffered from problems. Evidential correctness was a formative
norm, rather than a content norm. In addition, both evidential correctness
and weak correctness failed to yield the normative judgments that motivate the
disagreement challenge. Strong correctness succeeded in both these regards,
but yielded doxastically implausible consequences. The problems with strong
correctness seem to stem from the fact that indecision involves belief within
the test semantics. This suggests one of two strategies to avoid the problem.

37We might be inclined to separate two normative notions for doxastic action: one that
drives us to believe correctly, and one that deters us from believing incorrectly, as recom-
mended in James (1896). We may further place these norms in a hierarchy where one trumps
the other. For example, If we prefer correct beliefs more strongly than we disprefer incorrect
ones, one would be disposed to guess, perhaps in runaway fashion, because this would yield
a net positive. To avoid rampant guessing, we may instead choose to flip the order of the
hierarchy, and make incorrect beliefs more undesirable than correct beliefs are desirable. One
would expect this to prevent rampant guessing, since the negative cost of getting it wrong
outweighs the positive cost of getting it right. In a propositional framework, this is exactly
what you’ll get, making the more conservative hierarchy of the preferences the better option.
This fails within the current framework, however, since it is the pressure to avoid incorrectness
which motivates guessing. Thus, within the current framework either ordering of the norms
will yield a guess, so hierarchies like these will not avoid the puzzle.

38Importantly, strong correctness is a content norm, and other prudential and formative
norms may ultimately prevent a guess, all things considered. However, pressure to guess
simply should never arise from a norm that concerns content. While we should expect tensions
between various different epistemic norms, norms governing content should not have this kind
of internal tension.
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The first is to reject the claim that believing Might p ∧Might ¬p is a necessary
condition for indecision about p. This option is explored, with different moti-
vations, in Willer (2013) and Yalcin (2018). While each of these options will
mitigate certain instances of the problems, they continue to persist. I address
each of these strategies briefly in the next section. The second, more attractive,
option is to recognize that indecisive content is wrong in a different way than
false content, and alter our account of correctness accordingly. This option is
developed in §4.

3 Rethinking Indecision

In an effort to make my argument as general as possible, I have provided a
fairly simple version of the test semantics. The literature, however, features
more sophisticated proposals, like Willer (2013) and Yalcin (2018), that allow
for cases where one is undecided about p, but need not believe Mightp∧Might¬p.
Since my criticisms of strong correctness assume this connection, these accounts
will have to be addressed.

The version of the test semantics in Willer (2013) is complex and resists
brief summary. A crucial feature, however, is that information states have
added structure that alters the update effects of epistemic modals. For Willer,
information states are not sets of worlds, but sets of sets of worlds. Call each
set of worlds within a state a substate. When an update is performed on a state,
updates are applied to each substate, and then substates are aggregated. The
result is that epistemic modals do not simply test for compatibility with the
prejacent. Rather, a state will only support Might p on condition that every
substate contains at least one p world. This is intended to capture the idea that
sentences like Might p express more than mere compatibility with p, but that
p is taken seriously, or matters, in inquiry, (Willer, 2013, 56). Accordingly, an
agent’s information state will only support Might p if that agent is disposed to
take p seriously as a possibility.

A promising result for Willer’s semantics is that agents who are not disposed
to take both p and ¬p seriously will not believe Might p ∧ Might ¬p, and can
thereby avoid error. This can include agents who are undecided about p as
well as agents who simply never have considered p.39 The result is that a large
portion of undecided agents will no longer be incorrect in believing Might p ∧
Might ¬p, since they do not need to believe that in order to be undecided. We
see a similar result with forced decision. Since not all undecided agents will
believe Might p ∧Might ¬p, they will not be judged as incorrect, nor will they
be pressured to guess.

This interaction with strong correctness is undeniably an improvement over
what was previously discussed. However, strong correctness still yields unhappy

39The latter applies to many, but perhaps not all agents who have not considered p. For
Willer, considering something to be a relevant alternative is a matter of disposition, (Willer,
2013, 50). This, in principle, leaves open the possibility for an agent who has never considered
p to be disposed to take p seriously, upon consideration.
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results when coupled with Willer’s proposal. In particular, the account falters
in instances where undecided agents take both alternatives seriously. Unfortu-
nately, many of the most important and difficult instances of deliberation are
precisely this way. Watson, for example, is aware of Moriarty’s past crimes, and
takes the possibility that Moriarty is the murderer seriously. However, he is
not so foolish as to believe that this is the only possibility worthy of attention
and takes the possibility that someone else is the murderer (and Moriarty is
not) equally seriously. In such cases, the negative effects of the homogeneity of
error remain, as the content of Watson’s belief that Mightm ∧ Might ¬m will
be incorrect. Forced decision also looms, although with a new wrinkle. In the
simple test semantics, the only way to reject the belief that Might p∧Might¬p
was to decide. Willer’s account offers a second way to reject the belief: cease
to take at least one of the possibilities seriously. The good news is that agents
who believe Might p ∧Might ¬p are no longer forced to guess. The bad news is
that the new option isn’t much better, as ceasing to take a relevant alternative
seriously sounds similarly irrational. One might try to bite the bullet here, and
think that this is still a better option. In doing so, one might embrace a weaker
principle whereby agents should not consider incompatible alternatives seriously
at the same time. If this principle holds, we would expect sentences like the
following to be infelicitous:

(1) It might be raining, and it might not be.

However, we felicitously utter sentences like (1) regularly, and the principle
strikes as untenable. Thus, the proposal made in Willer (2013) still suffers from
critical problems associated with strong correctness.

Yalcin (2018) does not propose a semantics, but rather, an account of belief
where belief is question sensitive. On this account, beliefs are relativized to
questions or resolutions of logical space, (Yalcin, 2018, 30). The idea is that
agents can fail to recognize certain distinctions in the logical space. When an
agent does recognize a distinction, her logical space will represent at a higher
resolution, individuating possibilities that it previously did not. The account is
intended to solve various puzzles concerning logical omniscience, but the view
allows for an agent to be undecided about p, without believing Mightp∧Might¬p.
For instance, if an agent has never considered the issue of whether or not p,
their logical space will not individuate p worlds from ¬p worlds. The same goes
for agents that lack some relevant concept crucial to understanding p, (Yalcin,
2018, 34). The pertinent result, with respect to strong correctness, is that agents
whose information state lacks the appropriate resolution for some proposition
p, will not believe Might p ∧ Might ¬p, despite being undecided. The result is
much the same as it was for Willer, in that the ubiquity and homogeneity of
error are substantively mitigated. Undecided agents who have never considered
whether p will not believe Might p ∧ Might ¬p, and thereby will not hold an
incorrect belief.

Unfortunately, this strategy is of no help for agents whose logical space does
respect the appropriate resolution. Assuming that agents know what they are
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saying, this will include any agent who asserts a “might” sentence. Thus, agents
who ask whether p, but remain undecided, will believe Might p ∧Might ¬p and
run into all of the same problems brought on by strong correctness. There is
a similar wrinkle associated with forced decision, where an undecided agent is
not forced to decide, and instead, may choose to cease asking the question, and
coarsen the resolution of their logical space in the face of the incorrectness of
their indecisive belief. This result is decidedly unattractive.

Thus, we observe that separating indecision about p from believing Mightp∧
Might ¬p only helps to a limited extent, and does little to solve the hard cases.
Relevantly, neither solution appears to help us with Watson and Holmes. It
is worth emphasizing that nothing I’ve said here amounts to rejection or crit-
icism of either view, and there are strong independent reasons to adopt each
proposal. Rather, I only argue that they do not solve the problems that arise
from strong correctness. Indeed, it would appear that any account where an
undecided agent can believe Might p ∧ Might ¬p will face similar troubles. It
is difficult to see how an account would successfully separate all instances of
indecision from believing Might p∧Might¬p, without dramatically altering the
test conception of “might”. This suggests that the observations about Willer
(2013) and Yalcin (2018) generalize, and the issues caused by strong correctness
will remain recalcitrant for any plausible view in this tradition. Thus, it does
not appear that our account of belief, or the semantics itself, is the locus of the
problem. Rather, strong correctness appears to be the culprit.

4 Multiple Content Norms

Evidential, weak, and strong correctness each suffer from different issues, but
I suspect that a common cause lies at the root of their respective problems.
For truth-conditional frameworks, Wedgewood offered a single content norm
in the form of the truth norm. Things like indecision do not come bundled
with beliefs and are thus governed by formative norms, making a single content
norm perfectly appropriate. The previously considered proposals each attempt
the same strategy, modified to fit the test semantics. This strategy, however,
seems destined to fail, as the test semantics admits of different kinds of contents
that aim to do very different things. Propositional contents aim to represent the
way the world is. Non-propositional contents, whatever they do, don’t do that.
It is thus little wonder that a single norm is unable to govern such disparate
aims. One might also suspect that some of the previous accounts were not
beyond repair and could be buttressed with further principles in order to make
the right predictions. What follows is an attempt to do right by both of these
intuitions.

I propose that adoption of the test semantics should be coupled with the
recognition of two content norms. According to these norms, the correctness
conditions for every kind of content will not always be the same. Not only will
this allow us to distinguish the ways in which different kinds of content can be
differently correct or incorrect, but it will also allow us to integrate features of
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aforementioned views that were attractive. In particular, the proposal appeals
to a condition inspired by weak correctness, as well as a second principle which
closely mirrors strong correctness. The difference is that neither is implemented
in a vacuum, as each are smaller parts of a larger account. Thus, proponents of
the previously considered views may wish to view my proposal as a development
of these accounts rather than a direct competitor.

4.1 Locative Correctness and Informational Correctness

Our goal is to draw a distinction between two kinds of content and characterize
norms which should govern each. An initially tempting strategy might be to
say that propositional contents are governed by something like the truth norm,
and non-propositional contents are governed by another. Unfortunately, this
won’t work. Some non-propositional contents like Must p and p∧Might q, have
propositional entailments, and are, in some sense, beholden to norms sensitive
to truth, despite the fact they they are neither true nor false. This suggests
that at least some non-propositional contents need to be governed by the same
norms as propositional ones.

Given that some non-propositional contents have propositional entailments,
we might instead draw our distinction by individuating contents by their propo-
sitional entailments. We could do this by saying that some content is cor-
rect when its propositional entailments are true. This won’t work either, since
all contents, propositional and otherwise, entail tautologies, which are propo-
sitional. Thus, things like Might p will always be correct, since all of their
propositional entailments are tautologies. While this strategy doesn’t work, it
suggests that tautological entailments are the problem. We can avoid these by
appeal to locativity.

Definition 11: Locativity

φ is locative ⇔ there exists some contingent proposition [[ψ]] s.t. φ ⊩D ψ

Some content is locative if and only if that content dynamically entails some
propositional content ψ, where [[ψ]] is contingent.40 Locative content individu-
ates certain possibilities from others. Paradigmatically, contingent propositions
do just this. They are true at some possible worlds, and false at others. To
believe a contingent proposition is to believe that the actual world is a par-
ticular way and is not some other way. Similarly, to believe some contingent
propositional content is to locate oneself non-trivially in the logical space.

Certain instances of locativity are obvious. Atomic sentences are locative
since for any atomic sentence p,p ⊩D p. The same holds for contingent proposi-
tional contents. Alternatively, “might” sentences where the prejacent expresses
a contingent proposition are not locative. Sentences like Might p do not en-
tail any contingent proposition and thus, do not individuate possibilities from
others. Other cases may be less obvious. All contradictions are locative since
they entail every formula, contingent propositions included. Tautologies are not

40A proposition [[φ]] is contingent ⇔ [[φ]] ̸=W and [[φ]] ̸= ∅.
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locative since they are accepted by every state and do not entail any contingent
proposition. This makes sense when we consider that tautologies do not indi-
viduate any world form any other, and thereby, do not locate in any non-trivial
sense. Lastly, “Must” sentences where the prejacent expresses a contingent
proposition are locative. Must p, for instance, is locative, since Must p ⊩D p.
The same holds for “mixed” conjunctions like p∧Mightq, since p∧Mightq ⊩D p.

Locative content does not coincide with content that is propositional. Many
non-propositional contents, most notably Must p, are locative. Similarly, some
propositional contents are not locative, e.g., tautologies. Locativity is intended
to distinguish those contents which come bundled with commitments about how
the world is from those that do not. Once we distinguish locative content from
non-locative content, we can characterize how locative content can be correct.
Some locative content will be correct when its propositional consequences accu-
rately represent the world. More rigorously:

Locative Correctness: Some locative content φ is locatively correct if and
only if for every contingent proposition [[ψ]], if φ ⊩D ψ then @ ∈ [[ψ]].

Locative content is locatively correct just in case every contingent proposition
entailed by that content is true at the actual world. Somewhat loosely, content
is correct only when it supports the facts. Locative contents will be locatively
correct when they locate the believing agent in the same portion of logical
space that contains the actual world. We can project locative correctness to the
agential level as well.

Agentially Locative Correctness: An agent, a is locatively correct in be-
lieving some locative content φ if and only if φ is locatively correct.41

Agents will be locatively correct in believing locative contents just in case the
contingent propositional commitments incurred by belief in those contents are
true. This ensures that correctness in believing at the agential level is deter-
mined purely by the content of the belief. It also ensures that locative correct-
ness remains a content norm, and does not encroach into formative territory.
Since locative correctness only concerns content, it does not mean that an agent
will be correct or incorrect to believe that content; the evidence may or may
not support it. However, if that content is locatively correct, an agent will be
locatively correct in believing it.

Locative correctness makes the expected and desired prediction about loca-
tive contents. Propositional contents that are true (excluding tautologies) are
locatively correct. When they are false, they are incorrect. A similar story
goes for locative beliefs like Must p, believing which will be locatively correct
when p is true at the actual world. If p is false, it is incorrect. All contra-
dictions are locatively incorrect, as they should be. Agents who hold any of
these locative beliefs inherit their normative status and are similarly locatively
correct/incorrect in believing them.

41I define correctness at the agential level and the content level. One may also, or instead,
choose to define it at the belief level. The difference is trivial since correctness is ultimately
decided by the content.
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Locative correctness can be seen as something of an extension of the truth
norm of belief, but, it accommodates non-truth apt content that comes bundled
with truth-apt commitments. Thus, locative belief aims at truth, albeit some-
times indirectly. Rather than requiring the content of the belief to be true, it
requires that its contingent propositional consequences be true. Moreover, it
captures the ideal of representational belief: to accurately represent the world.
It does not, however, tell us anything about contents or beliefs that are not
locative. Locative correctness applies only to locative contents and, derivatively,
locative beliefs, so all non-locative contents are neither locatively correct, nor
locatively incorrect. This makes sense, since they do not attempt to individuate
certain possibilities from others. Instead, I propose that non-locative contents
are held to a slightly different standard. Call this informational correctness.

Informational Correctness: Some content φ is informationally correct if and
only if {@} ⊨ φ.

Some content is informationally correct just in case an idealized state that con-
tains only the actual world supports that content. More intuitively, content is
informationally correct if it fits with the facts. Here, we see strong correctness
in a maximally idealized form.42 The important difference is that informational
correctness does not have to work alone, and, as we shall see, interacts with
locative correctness in a way that avoids the problems of strong correctness.

Informational correctness provides correctness criteria for all contents, in-
cluding non-locative contents. For example, if p is true at the actual world,
then Might p is informationally correct. Given the same facts, Might ¬p is
informationally incorrect. Tautologies are vindicated since all tautologies are
informationally correct. Informational correctness applies to locative contents
as well. For instance, non-tautological propositional contents that express true
propositions, are informationally correct. False ones are informationally in-
correct. Epistemically modalized contents like Must p, where p is true, are
informationally correct, and when the p is false, incorrect. Contradictions are
universally informationally incorrect. Importantly, contents that are locatively
incorrect are guaranteed to be informationally incorrect, but not vice versa,
meaning that locative incorrectness is a special case of informational incorrect-
ness.43 More on this momentarily.

Notice that informational correctness also indirectly concerns truth, but in
a different way than locative correctness. Locative correctness demands that
any truth-apt entailments of a given locative content be true. Informational
correctness instead demands that contents with or without truth-apt entail-
ments ‘fit with’ the facts. Alternatively, we can view informational correctness
as ‘alignment with’ the truth. In this sense, informational correctness guides
inquiry towards the truth, without representing it. Thus, the truth norm re-
mains in spirit, while not in the letter. We also see echoes of weak and strong

42This formulation is equivalent to the one mentioned in footnote 30.
43Interestingly, locative correctness is not a special case of informational correctness. Sup-

pose that @ ∈ [[p]] and @ /∈ [[q]]. p∧Might q is locatively correct, but informationally incorrect.
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correctness. Locative correctness is inspired by weak correctness, but only con-
cerns contingent consequences. Informational correctness is an idealized form
of strong correctness. Unlike before, the two principles interact in a way that
allows for finer grained distinctions than were previously available.

Like locative correctness, informational correctness also projects to the agen-
tial level.

Agential Informational Correctness: An agent, a is informationally correct
in believing some content φ if and only if φ is informationally correct.

To believe some locatively incorrect content is to rule out possibilities that, in
some sense, one should not. Thus, we associate locative incorrectness with false
contents and false beliefs. Any agent who holds a locatively incorrect belief
will not have an information state that is truthful. On the other hand, some
content is informationally incorrect when it leaves open possibilities that it, in
some sense, should not. However, one can hold a belief that is informationally
incorrect while still having an information state that is truthful. Thus, we
associate informational incorrectness with contents that fail to align with the
truth. Ignorance and indecision, within dynamic frameworks, yield precisely
these kinds of beliefs. This is to say that to be locatively incorrect in believing
is believing falsely, while being informationally incorrect is failing to believe
truly. Believing falsely is a special case of failing to believe truly, so agents that
are locatively incorrect are also informationally incorrect.

I say above that these notions of correctness guide what we should in some
sense believe. Locative correctness captures the sense in which we ought to
believe the truth. Informational correctness captures the sense in which our
beliefs, propositional and otherwise, should be aligned with the truth. As with
any norms concerning content, these are often in conflict with other normative
forces that guide our beliefs. Such forces include, but are not limited to, for-
mative norms of belief concerning evidence, inferential mechanisms, etc. My
proposal (as well as strong and weak correctness, and any other content norm
for that matter) makes no commitments as to the details of these other norma-
tive forces, or how to weigh conflicts between them. The upshot is that one can
be locatively or informationally correct in holding some belief, yet nonetheless
be wrong to believe it, and vice versa. This conflict is equally present in other
content governing norms like Wedgewood’s thesis.

I take the distinction between locative and informational correctness to be
both natural and plausible, and it isn’t exactly novel. Traditionally, however,
the normative distinction between ignorance and misrepresentation crossed the
boundary between content norms and formative norms. Since the test seman-
tics and Heim’s conception of belief require that both false belief, as well as
indecision involve believing some content, we should expect two content norms
in order to distinguish the normative status of each belief. Indeed, semantics
that deviate from canonical truth-conditional frameworks are often motivated
by the intuition that we ought not to treat contents that express uncertainty
in the same was as we treat truth-apt contents. Those that find this attractive
should have little trouble extending this reasoning to the norms that govern
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content as well.

4.2 Problems Solved

Recognition of locative and informational correctness avoids the second objec-
tion to evidential correctness, since neither norm concerns evidence nor strays
into formative territory. It also allows us to immediately avoid the homogeneity
of error. With the distinction between informational and locative correctness
in hand, we are no longer committed to the claim that every incorrect belief is
incorrect in the same way. Merely informationally incorrect contents are incor-
rect in that they fail to be aligned with the truth. It follows that agents who
believe such contents will hold beliefs that are not in alignment with, or not
“aiming at” the truth. Agents who hold locatively incorrect beliefs similarly
fail to appropriately align with the truth, but, in addition, are guaranteed to
hold beliefs which misrepresent the world. Such agents are thereby locatively
incorrect. This allows us to distinguish the manner in which certain contents,
and the agents who believe them, are incorrect. In the absence of the homogene-
ity of error, the ubiquity of error is appropriately defanged. Numerous contents,
and the agents who believe them, are merely informationally incorrect, but this
is exactly what we should expect when these beliefs merely fail to align with the
truth, without impeding the believing agent’s ability to discover the truth. This
is, again, made easy to accept upon appreciation that many of these agents are
perfectly correct to believe the contents that they are informationally incorrect
in believing.

The distinction between informational and locative incorrectness also fits
nicely with the frequent observation that certain undecided agents who hold
“might” beliefs with false prejacents are faultless to hold these beliefs. It seems
that one is at fault for failing to properly respond to evidence, but this fault
is determined by some formative norm of belief. It is not clear, however, that
being merely informationally incorrect comes with any fault. Indeed, it would
appear that it does not, and that undecided agents can faultlessly hold merely
informationally incorrect beliefs. It strikes as plausible to further suggest that
one can be considered at fault to hold a false belief. This suggests that agen-
tially locative incorrectness can be associated with some notion of fault, namely
the fault one incurs from believing falsely. However, merely informationally in-
correct agents do not seem to shoulder the burden of fault. This allows us to
maintain the intuition that agents who hold certain “might” beliefs are fault-
less, while still committing to the claim that the contents of their beliefs are
incorrect.44 We may thus choose to associate fault with locative incorrectness,
but reject that mere informational correctness is associated with fault. This also
helps ameliorate some of the sting that may be felt by treating undecided agents

44Certain “might” beliefs that are the product of indecision may still be faulty, e.g. suppose
that Watson has overwhelming evidence in favor of ¬m, but remains recalcitrantly undecided.
While Watson may be at fault, this fault is a product of his failure to respond to evidence.
Thus, the norm that determines this fault is formative, informational correctness plays no role
in determining this fault.
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as holding incorrect beliefs. While some of their beliefs will be informationally
incorrect, we do not fault them for holding them.45

We turn again to Holmes and Watson. Holmes believes ¬m and, therefore,
believes that m is false at the actual world. He thus judges Watson’s belief
that Mightm to be informationally incorrect. When Holmes says “No, that’s
wrong,” we consider this a judgment of informational incorrectness. More gener-
ally, we associate the incorrectness judgments made by disagreeing agents with
judgments of informational incorrectness. This is applicable to modal disagree-
ments, as well as straightforward instances of disagreement where some agent
holds a propositional belief, and another believes its negation. We can see this
by again enriching the scenario to include Lestrade, who believes m. Holmes
disagrees with both parties, and is inclined to think that both Watson and
Lestrade are informationally incorrect. However, Holmes takes Watson to be
merely informationally incorrect, while he believes Lestrade to be locatively, and
informationally incorrect. Consequently, Holmes need not believe that Watson’s
information state fails to be truthful, but he must believe that Lestrade’s does.
This distinction vindicates the intuition that Holmes thinks that Lestrade wrong
in a way that Watson is not. This is to say that Holmes recognizes a normative
difference between Lestrade’s and Watson’s doxastic positions, despite the fact
that they are both informationally incorrect. Should one take on board my ear-
lier suggestion about fault, we may also say that Holmes takes Lestrade to be
at fault in virtue of being locatively incorrect, while Watson remains faultless
in believing Mightm, since he is merely informationally incorrect. Importantly,
this distinction can be made without appeal to evidence, and only concerns the
contents of beliefs. In addition, this is a distinction that non-expert interlocu-
tors are sensitive to. This is supported by data gathered in Khoo (2015), which
observes that in instances of modal disagreements, subjects regularly recognize
that agents like Holmes need not believe the content of agents like Watson’s
belief to be false in order to judge them to be incorrect, (Khoo, 2015, 520).46

This suggests that participants can distinguish beliefs that misrepresent the
world (and are false) from those that do not represent the world at all but can
still be rejected. The difference between locative correctness and informational
correctness explains this distinction in addition to vindicating the correctness
judgments that motivate the disagreement challenge. The example generalizes,
and the same explanations are available across contexts, including eavesdropper
cases.

We can tell a similar story with diachronic intrapersonal judgments of incor-
rectness concerning one’s past beliefs. We can say things like “I used to believe
that p might be the case, but I was wrong.” In such cases, we judge ourselves to

45These suggestions about fault are merely intended to demonstrate how this proposal fits
with intuitions about fault often articulated in the literature. The proposal can be adopted
in their absence, should one have differing opinions about how fault is allocated.

46Notably, the vignettes in Khoo (2015) are designed such that the evidence available to the
characters in the vignettes appear to support the “might” beliefs of the agents that inhabit
them. Nonetheless, subjects were still inclined to judge them to be incorrect. This further
supports the claim that the normative judgments operative in modal disagreements do not
concern formative correctness, but correctness of content.
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have been merely informationally incorrect. We can do this while maintaining
that, given our evidence at the time, we were correct to believe that p might be
the case. We may similarly judge this incorrectness to be faultless. This also
allows us to explain the difference between cases like the above, and cases of
substantial belief revision, e.g., “I used to believe that p but I was wrong.” Since
p is locative, we judge ourselves to have been locatively incorrect, and express
that we have since revised our beliefs to reject this incorrect content. We may
also judge our past self to have been in some sense at fault for believing falsely.

Individuating informational and locative correctness enables us to solve a
number of problems that previous proposals faced. Having two content norms
has allowed us to vindicate Holmes’ judgment of Watson’s belief, thus explain-
ing the disagreement. Importantly, it does this in a way that generalizes to
all instances of disagreement, modal and otherwise, while simultaneously ex-
plaining the manner in which modal disagreements are like, and unlike more
straightforward instances of disagreement. However, I have yet to explain how
forced decision is avoided. According to my proposal, undecided agents will hold
a belief that is informationally incorrect. Since consciously undecided agents
should recognize their belief to be informationally incorrect, we must explain
what prevents undecided agents like Watson from guessing based solely on the
incorrectness of content?

The answer arises from the fact that locative incorrectness is a special case
of informational incorrectness. It follows that agents who believe falsely are
locatively and informationally incorrect. Undecided agents will hold a belief that
is merely informationally incorrect. This is to say that agents who believe falsely
aren’t incorrect in an entirely different way than agents who are undecided. Both
are informationally incorrect insofar as they hold beliefs that are informationally
incorrect, e.g. they are not in alignment with the truth. However, agents who
believe falsely hold beliefs that misrepresent the way the world is. Accordingly,
agents who are locatively incorrect are incorrect in two ways, whereas agents who
are merely informationally incorrect only suffer from one form of incorrectness.47

This suggests that locatively incorrect beliefs are, in some sense, worse than
merely informationally incorrect beliefs. This captures the intuitive manner in
which agents who believe falsely are in an inferior doxastic position than agents
who merely fail to believe truly. This also captures the sense in which agents who
believe falsely are at fault in a way that agents who merely fail to believe truly
are not. This distinction is not only intuitive, but it is antecedantly suggested
by the test semantics. Agents like Lestrade who hold locatively incorrect beliefs
must revise their information state before their state can be truthful. Without
this, update with the facts will always yield a crash since for any s, if s ⊨ m then
s[¬m] = ∅. Watson, however, does not need to revise his information before
update with ¬m and the update itself will disabuse him of his informationally
incorrect belief that Mightm. Thus, the test semantics, as well as the norms
I’ve proposed, suggest a principle of doxastic conservativity.

47One might instead say that locatively incorrect agents are wrong in the same way as
merely informationally incorrect ones, only worse. Either conception works.
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Doxastic Conservativity: It is better to be merely informationally correct
than to be locatively incorrect.

According to doxastic conservativity, it is better to hold a belief that is merely
informationally incorrect than to hold a belief that is locatively incorrect. This
principle explains the aforementioned intuition that Lestrade’s epistemic posi-
tion is worse than Watson’s. It also explains why undecided agents do not, and
should not, guess when they realize that the content of their indecisive belief
is informationally incorrect. Suppose a is consciously undecided about p and
thus Ia ⊨ Might p∧Might¬p. a will recognize that the content of their belief is
informationally incorrect, however, this will not compel them to guess. In first
place, the homogeneity of error no longer holds, and not all incorrect contents
are as wrong as false contents. Accordingly, not all incorrectness judgments mo-
tivate immediate belief revision. Secondly, two kinds of correctness ensure that
there is now substantive risk associated with guessing. With strong correctness,
a guess always increased the likelihood of correctness. Once locative and in-
formational incorrectness are distinguished, this no longer holds. If a guesses
right then they avoid incorrectness altogether, but if they guess wrong, then
they will be locatively and informationally incorrect. Better, then, to remain
undecided, and avoid the fault associated with locative incorrectness.48 Thus,
forced decision is avoided.

Appeal to informational and locative correctness yields the requisite correct-
ness judgements from interlocutors like Holmes. In addition, it avoids all of the
problems associated with competing views. It also remains suitably objective,
as both informational and locative correctness measure correctness against the
facts that populate the actual world. It distinguishes between the incorrect be-
liefs that are the result of doxastic indecision, and the incorrectness of beliefs
that are false. In addition, the separation of these two kinds of correctness is
highly plausible and manifests itself in conversations in ways that the laymen
is sensitive to. Best of all, extant developments of the test semantics can adopt
these correctness conditions for dynamic contents without making other sub-
stantive changes to their views. For instance, the lion’s share of Willer (2013),
including the entirety of the formal machinery, can remain intact. One need
only replace evidential correctness with locative and informational correctness,
and one can avoid the problems I’ve discussed. Things are even better for
Lennertz (2019), which argues that there are cases of asymmetric disagreement.
According to Lennertz, Holmes disagrees with Watson, but Watson does not
disagree with Holmes. The arguments made presently are not merely consistent
with Lennertz’ position but appear to support it. Note that in virtue of being
undecided, Watson does not know whether Holmes is locatively (and thereby
informationally) correct or incorrect, since Watson does not know the facts.
Meanwhile, Holmes thinks Watson is informationally incorrect and disagrees.
If disagreements concerning content come bundled with judgments about cor-
rectness, then this seems to vindicate Lennertz’ claim that Watson does not

48Importantly, one needn’t take my comments about fault on board in order to make this
distinction.
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disagree with Holmes, despite the fact that Holmes disagrees with him. It offers
further support by bolstering the distinction between asymmetric disagreements
like that between Holmes and Watson, and symmetric disagreements like that
between Holmes and Lestrade. Holmes thinks Watson is merely information-
ally incorrect, while Holmes thinks Lestrade is locatively incorrect. Thus, I
conclude that proponents of the test semantics should integrate locative and
informational correctness into their proposed frameworks.

4.3 Alternative Expressions of Uncertainty

Much of the trouble introduced by strong correctness was the result of the fact
that the test semantics, coupled with Heim’s account of belief, ensures that
undecided agents will hold certain “might” beliefs. According to my proposal,
some of these “might” beliefs are bound to be informationally incorrect. How-
ever, an anonymous referee rightly observes that there are alternative ways that
one can express uncertainty. According to the proposal so far, such undecided
agents should hold the same “might” beliefs. Despite this, Holmes cannot plau-
sibly reject their claims or judge their contents to be incorrect. Observe the
discrepancy between the following variations on the scenario between Holmes
and Watson.

(2) a. Watson: Moriarty might be the murderer.

b. Holmes: That’s wrong./You’re wrong./What you said is wrong.

(3) a. Watson: Moriarty might be the murderer and he might not be.

b. Holmes: That’s wrong./You’re wrong./What you said is wrong./One
of those two things is wrong.

(4) a. Watson: Is Moriarty the murderer?

b. Holmes: # That’s wrong./You’re wrong./What you said is wrong.

(5) a. Watson: I’m undecided about whether Moriarty is the murderer.

b. Holmes: # That’s wrong./You’re wrong./What you said is wrong.

(6) a. Watson: I wonder whether Moriarty is the murderer.

b. Holmes: # That’s wrong./You’re wrong./What you said is wrong.

In (2) and (3) Watson expresses his belief that Moriarty might be the murderer.
Holmes disagrees because he takes this content to be informationally incorrect,
as we have seen. However, in (4)-(6) above, Watson expresses, through different
means, that he is undecided as to whether Moriarty is the murderer. Given that
Watson is expressing indecision in (4)-(6) and that indecision requires belief in
some indecisive content, Holmes should be able to judge this indecisive belief to
be informationally incorrect. Despite this fact, Holmes cannot reject Watson’s
claims or the beliefs they express in (4)-(6). Moreover, it is less than clear that
Holmes disagrees with Watson in the latter three scenarios, and I incur the
burden of explaining the discrepancy. This is to say that I must explain why
Holmes cannot reject Watson’s utterance, but why he can disagree.
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In the problem cases, Holmes cannot reject the content of what Watson
says. While each expresses uncertainty in some capacity, (4) is a question,
while (5)-(6) are assertions about Watson’s own doxastic state. It is unclear, at
least from what I’ve said so far, what it is for the content of a question to be
incorrect. Moreover, (5) and (6) are not only assertions, but true ones, insofar
as Watson is undecided, and it would not behoove Holmes to reject something
true. Nonetheless, according to the account I have provided, there is still a
disagreement between Holmes and Watson and Holmes should be licensed to
make a normative judgment. I take this to be the correct prediction, and I
think informational correctness plays a role in explaining it.

The key here is that rejections and normative judgments where the target
of the judgment are not made explicit tend to be parasitic on the content of the
sentence previously uttered. Holmes is able to judge the content of Watson’s
assertions in (2) and (3) above precisely because he judges the content of these
assertions, and thereby, the content of Watson’s beliefs, to be informationally
incorrect. However he cannot do this in (4), because it is a question, nor can he
do this with (5) (6) because they are true. This explains why Holmes cannot
reject what Watson says; it isn’t wrong. However, it remains mysterious why
we should think that there is a disagreement.

The answer, I take it, can be gathered from the fact that while Holmes
cannot reject what Watson has said, he is perfectly justified in normatively
judging the informationally incorrect contents that Watson’s speech acts express
or otherwise suggest.

(4′) a. Watson: Is Moriarty the murderer?

b. Holmes: You’re wrong in thinking he might be.

(5′) a. Watson: I’m undecided about whether Moriarty is the murderer.

b. Holmes: You’re wrong in thinking he might be.

(6′) a. Watson: I wonder whether Moriarty is the murderer.

b. Holmes: You’re wrong in thinking he might be.

In each case, Holmes is able to deduce that Watson believes that Moriarty might
be the murderer, which he judges to be informationally incorrect. Thus, while
Holmes cannot negatively normatively judge the content of the initial speech
act, he can normatively judge the content of the “might” belief that utterance
of that speech act incurs.49 Notice that in each case, Holmes’ response seems
perfectly felicitous and relevant, suggesting that the disagreement was there all
along; it simply did not concern the content of Watson’s utterances.

49Some may object that asking a question does not presuppose that the inquirer is unde-
cided, but instead presuppose that the answer is not established in the common ground. I am
sympathetic, but this is no objection to my proposal. If this is indeed the case, then questions
do not presuppose ignorance on the part of the hearer, and there is no puzzle to be explained.
Still. questions at least seem to suggest that the speaker is undecided. In such cases, Holmes
can instead respond to (4a) with “You’re wrong if you think he might be,”
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One need not adopt the account of disagreement I have presupposed in order
to appreciate the role that informational and locative correctness play. Even if
one takes disagreement to be the action of rejecting a speech act, and thereby
rejects the claim that the cases above are genuine disagreements, informational
correctness still explains how Holmes is able to felicitously evaluate the contents
of Watson’s beliefs.50 Moreover, it is able to do this in a way that is also able to
explain how these evaluations differ from Holmes’ evaluation of beliefs he takes
to be false, e.g. Lestrade’s belief that Moriarty is the murderer.

5 Concluding Remarks

A well-worn metaphor in epistemology analogizes belief and the firing of an
arrow. Belief aims at truth in the way that the archer aims at his target. In
traditional theories, indecision is the absence of belief, and the arrow is loosed
only when a belief is formed. To believe truly is to strike the bullseye. The
analogy, however, begins to unravel when applied to previous developments of
the test semantics. According to previous accounts, propositional beliefs still
aim at truth, but non-propositional beliefs fit poorly into the analogy, as their
relationship with truth is indirect. Despite this, they are considered beliefs,
proper, and are somehow held to the same standard of correctness as those
that directly strive for truth. It is, by my lights, unclear how this fits into an
otherwise attractive analogy.

Appeal to locative and informational correctness, in addition to generating
the requisite correctness judgments on the part of Holmes, allows the analogy
to apply clearly and succinctly to the test semantics. Locative contents indeed
aim at the truth, and they hit the target when they are locatively correct. Non-
locative beliefs do not fire an arrow, but instead merely take aim at the truth.
They are informationally correct when the archer sets his sights on the target.
Thus, belief still aims at truth, but not all beliefs loose an arrow.

Metaphors aside, my proposal is fairly simple. The test semantics allows
for two distinct kinds of contents. Things like indecision, which are classi-
cally treated as absence of belief, now incur belief in content that is not truth-
conditional, and so we should not be surprised when a single content norm fails
to appropriately govern these two kinds of content. Things are further com-
plexified by the fact that representational contents and non-representational
contents have various, often asymmetric, semantic relations with one another.
My proposal addresses these issues by insisting that content should be gov-
erned by content norms (as opposed to formative ones) and proposing two such
norms: informational and locative correctness, and finally characterizing the
interactions therebetween. Again, we should not be surprised that problems
arise when we try to force formative norms to play a role that they simply can-
not play. I take this to be the moral of the story, and I take this moral to be
more significant than the details of locative and informational correctness. I

50See Cappelen and Hawthorne (2009) for explication of the differences between construal
of disagreement as a state versus disagreement as an action.
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also expect that this moral can be fruitfully applied to other non-propositional
semantic accounts as well. Even if the details differ, we do well to admit of
correctness conditions for non-truth-conditional contents that holds them to
standards which suit the role they play in our thought and talk.
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